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position or from any monopoly which may be the result
of its own enterprise. On this ground the imposition of
sea customs, irrespective of the ultimate destination of
the goods, can with some show of justification be defended.
Similarly, for purposes of argument, it can be maintained
that as articles like kerosene oil, intoxicants,  &c, are
produced in British India, British India has every right
to tax them, as nobody compels the States to buy such
articles from British India against their will.   But if the
Government of India claims such freedom for itself it
must allow equal liberty of action to the States.   This it
unfortunately does not permit. Not only does it take such
action as it likes in British India without consulting the
States, but it also requires the States to take within their
own territory action prejudicial to the economic interests
of the subjects of the States, and even to sacrifice revenue
in furtherance of the financial interests of British India.
For instance, what justification can there be for compelling
the States which are allowed a certain quantity of salt for
their own consumption, to raise the price at which they
sell salt to their own people, whenever the salt tax is raised
in British India to suit the exigencies of the Government of
India budget.  Again, the States are compelled to follow
the excise policy of adjoining British Indian Provinces,
without any reciprocal obligation of co-operation on the
part of the Provinces. If a Province wishes to raise its rate
of duties, the neighbouring States must also raise theirs,
but if a State raises its duties the adjoining Provinces are
not bound to do so. If it is desirable to prevent smuggling
from the States and protect the revenues of British Indian
Provinces, it is equally desirable to prevent smuggling
from British India and protect the revenues of the adjoin-
ing Indian States. Similarly, in regard to opium, several
States which produced large quantities of opium were

